INTRODUCTION
============

Aggregated cells have been formed into spheroids ([@R1]--[@R3]), honeycombs ([@R4]), and strands ([@R5]) from a variety of different cell types and their cocultures. They have many advantages including the cellular capability to secrete extracellular matrix (ECM) components with an effective communication between cells in a native-like microenvironment ([@R1]). When cells are grown in an isolated fashion (i.e., cells in monolayers or cell-laden hydrogels), they usually do not facilitate native-like tissue microenvironment because of limited cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions ([@R6]). Three-dimensional (3D) cell aggregates, particularly tissue spheroids, are excellent candidates to mimic in vivo tissue microenvironments, which can be reconstituted to form reproducible complex tissues \[such as bone ([@R7]) and pancreas ([@R8])\] and or tissue models \[cancer ([@R9])\]. Furthermore, cocultured aggregates can be used as building blocks for fabricating scalable tissue complexes ([@R2]). Spheroids loaded with endothelial cells can also facilitate a denser tissue microenvironment, inherent ECM secretion, and prevascularized network ([@R10]). As a result, large-scale vascularized tissue complexes can be biofabricated using prevascularized cell aggregates as fundamental building blocks ([@R7], [@R11]), which allow more accurate representations of native tissues. Moreover, these tissue complexes stand to develop physiologically correct models for drug screening, disease modeling (i.e., cancer), and high-throughput screening ([@R12]). Therefore, various advantages of tissue spheroids make them a great candidate as building blocks for 3D bioprinting.

Despite these advantages, only a few methods including extrusion-based bioprinting ([@R2], [@R11], [@R13], [@R14]), droplet-based bioprinting ([@R15]), Kenzan ([@R16]), and biogripper approaches ([@R4], [@R17]) have been demonstrated for 3D bioprinting of spheroids made of cells, such as but not limited to human articular or nasal chondrocytes, human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), human umbilical vein smooth muscle cells, etc. Extrusion-based bioprinting technique dispenses similar-sized spheroids suspended in a hydrogel ink through a glass nozzle. During bioprinting, spheroids in the hydrogel ink may self-aggregate inside the nozzle, leading to clogging issues ([@R2]). Although extrusion-based bioprinting of cellular aggregates in the form of strands can generate scalable tissues ([@R3], [@R5]), their use in high-precision applications, such as organ-on-a-chip platforms or microphysiological systems, is quite challenging. In droplet-based bioprinting, a single spheroid is loaded into a droplet during bioprinting, which enables the positioning of spheroids in 2D ([@R15]). Kenzan method uses an array of needles on which spheroids are skewered by a robotic arm; however, this method requires same-size spheroids since bioprinted spheroids have to fit properly in the needle array and smaller spheroids would be prone to fragment during insertion on the needle ([@R16]). Recently, the biogripper technique was introduced to manipulate defined micromolded tissue blocks. However, this technique enables bioprinting of only molded tissue blocks in the range of 600 μm to 3.4 mm, where submillimeter scale is quite large for typical tissue building blocks ([@R4], [@R17]). All the existing techniques used in the literature suffer from the positional accuracy and precision of spheroid bioprinting; may induce substantial damage to biological, structural, and mechanical properties of spheroids; and are limited to the use of same-size spheroids for successful bioprinting.

Here, we present a new hybrid bioprinting approach through harnessing the power of aspiration forces, which enables us to pick and precisely bioprint a wide of range of biologics, with dimensions in an order-of-magnitude range (80 to 800 μm), into/onto a gel substrate with minimal cellular damage. To better understand the response of biologics to the bioprinting process, we unveil the underlying mechanism explaining the physical behavior of viscoelastic spheroids and their interactions with physical governing forces during aspiration, lifting, and bioprinting. Compared to the abovementioned methods, the presented approach facilitated the bioprinting of spheroids in higher positional precision and accuracy, \~11 and \~15% with respect to the spheroid size, respectively. In addition, it enabled bioprinting in 3D with flexibility of bioprinting of nonuniform, any-size spheroids into (i) a functional gel as a scaffold-based approach or (ii) a sacrificial gel as a scaffold-free approach ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The newly developed aspiration-assisted bioprinting (AAB) platform, modified from a MakerBot Replicator 1 (\<\$1000) (see fig. S1), operates a custom-made glass pipette, which is used to "pick up" biologics and "3D bioprint" them into or onto a gel substrate. AAB was coupled with microvalves for droplet-based bioprinting of functional or sacrificial hydrogels. To bioprint spheroids into a functional hydrogel (i.e., fibrin), fibrinogen and thrombin layers were printed via microvalve bioprinting to obtain fibrin constructs. Spheroids were then bioprinted into desired positions before the constructs were fully cross-linked. To bioprint spheroids onto a sacrificial hydrogel (i.e., alginate), microvalve bioprinting and aerosol cross-linking processes were used. The first step included the generation of sodium alginate droplets on a glass substrate. Second, calcium chloride (CaCl~2~) was fumed for instant cross-linking ([@R18]). Spheroids were then picked and 3D bioprinted onto the partially cross-linked alginate. Next, the print area was overlaid with sodium alginate droplets. Then, aerosol form of CaCl~2~ was applied again. The process was then repeated as many times as needed for building other layers. Next, bioprinted spheroids were maintained in the support gel temporally until partial fusion was realized. Last, the support gel was gently removed through decross-linking using a lyase solution.

![Step-by-step illustration of picking and bioprinting of spheroids.\
In step 1, spheroids are picked from the cell media by a glass pipette, where required back pressure is set to lift spheroids. Afterward, spheroids can be bioprinted into sacrificial hydrogels (scaffold-free bioprinting) or functional hydrogels (scaffold-based bioprinting). In this regard, in step 2, microvalve bioprinting is used to bioprint a gel substrate, which can then be partially cross-linked using various different cross-linking schemes---such as but not limited to enzymatic, photo, and ionic cross-linking---as highlighted in step 3. Next, in step 4, spheroids are bioprinted precisely into designed positions, and spheroid bioprinting is repeated as many times as needed. Steps 2 to 4 can be repeated as needed. In step 5, bioprinted tissues are isolated from the support hydrogel (for scaffold-free bioprinting) or further grown in the functional hydrogel (for scaffold-based bioprinting). UV, ultraviolet.](aaw5111-F1){#F1}

The presented approach paves the way for bioprinting several tissue types and a wide range of spheroids in 2D and 3D in gel substrates with multiple applications presented throughout this paper, including (i) the development of physiologically relevant culture environments to demonstrate the collective angiogenic sprouting behavior of spheroids in a scaffold medium and (ii) fabrication of osteogenic tissues to decode the role of midterm osteogenic induction of stem cell--based spheroids (before bioprinting) on the mineralization and assembly behavior in a scaffold-free environment. In addition to spheroids, other living cells and tissue building blocks, including electrocytes from electric eel and tissue strands, can be bioprinted for a wide variety of applications, such as but not limited to tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, drug testing and pharmaceutics, disease modeling, microphysiological systems, biophysics, and biocomputing.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Working mechanism of AAB
------------------------

In the AAB process, the first step is to pick a spheroid (fig. S2) and then lift it and drag it rapidly outside the culture media by aspiration forces as shown in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The spheroid should be captured with a minimum aspiration force to transfer but not break or damage it. During aspiration under an applied stress (σ), a spheroid with viscoelastic properties exhibits both viscous and elastic properties ([@R19]). It exhibits elastic properties like a solid at times shorter than relaxation time τ and like a fluid for *t* \> τ, which can be described by the Maxwell model$$\frac{d\sigma}{\mathit{dt}} + \frac{\sigma}{\tau} = \lambda\frac{d\epsilon}{\mathit{dt}}$$where ϵ is the strain and λ is the modulus of elasticity of spheroids. During this process, two major impediments were experienced. First, spheroids were prone to fragment because of low cellular cohesivity and elasticity even under very low pressure levels. Second, detachment of spheroids from the pipette tip at the three-phase contact (air-liquid-tissue) was observed during lifting. The former can be mitigated by engineering of spheroids to attain better elastic properties \[such as culturing them longer ([@R20]) or incorporating cells expressing higher cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesion or ECM proteins ([@R21])\], and the latter can be addressed by determining the minimum aspiration pressure (critical lifting pressure). A spheroid is lifted by pipette aspiration after overcoming gravity, buoyance force, hydraulic drag, and thermodynamic barrier at the interface. The main difficulty in lifting a spheroid is the binding energy caused by the surface tension at the interface between the culture media and air. The spheroid contributes to the lifting barrier in the form of a contact angle at the three-phase (tissue, air, and media) contact line. The energy barrier to lift a spheroid into air can be expressed as$$E = A_{s}\sigma_{1,2}\text{cos}^{2}\frac{\theta_{d}}{2}$$where *A*~s~ is the surface area of a spheroid, σ~1,2~ is the surface tension between the media and air, and θ*~d~* is the contact angle at the three-phase contact line. During lifting, the three-phase contact angle (dynamic contact angle) is greater than the static contact angle because of dynamics effect ([@R22]). The dynamic contact angles of spheroids made of several types of cells were enumerated in table S1. By comparison, the thermodynamics barrier is about 500 times of gravity, 100 times of Stokes' drag, and 5 times of Young-Dupre critical pressure. During lifting, the energy barrier can be estimated by adding a geometrical correction factor (*m*) as a result of slight changes in the spheroid geometry due to the aspiration of a tongue (see [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The initial contact length of the tongue (*h*~t=0~) of a spheroid ranges between *R*~p~ and 2*R*~p~. Thus, *m* can be defined as follows$$m = 1 - \frac{4\pi R_{p}^{2}}{4\pi R_{S}^{2} - 4\pi R_{p}^{2}} = 1 - \frac{R_{p}^{2}}{R_{S}^{2} - R_{p}^{2}} \approx 1 - \left( \frac{R_{p}}{R_{s}} \right)^{2}$$

In [Eq. 3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *R*~p~ is the pipette tip radius and *R*~s~ is the spheroid radius. *m* can be approximated to 1 when the spheroid radius is much larger than the radius of the pipette tip. However, when lifting a small spheroid or when the radius of the pipette is comparable to that of the spheroid, *m* becomes much smaller. Consequently, the critical lifting pressure of a spheroid (*P*~C~) from the media can be expressed as follows ([@R22])$$P_{C} = \mathit{mF}_{\text{max}}/A_{h} = 2\mathit{mR}_{S}\sigma_{1,2}\text{cos}^{2}\frac{\theta_{d}}{2}/\left( \pi R_{p}^{2} \right)$$

The critical lifting pressure is proportional to the surface tension coefficient of the media-air interface, the radius of the spheroid, the dynamic contact angle at the three-phase contact line, and the tapered angle of the pipette (influences *R*~p~, but this parameter was fixed).

![Picking and lifting spheroids.\
(**A**) Time-lapse images during spheroid lifting process (at the interface of cell media and air). (**B**) A schematic showing physical parameters involved in lifting of a spheroid from the cell media. (**C**) SEM images, (**D**) surface tension (*n =* 5), and (**E**) the normalized collagen content of HUVEC, 3T3, 4T1, HDF, MSC/HUVEC, and MSC spheroids (compared to HUVEC spheroids) at day 2 (*n =* 4; \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001). (**F**) Critical lifting pressure to lift spheroids (in the range of 200 to 600 μm in diameter) (*n =* 5). The experimental data spread under the theoretical curve, which was determined using the experimental data for 4T1 spheroids with parameters (θ~d~ = 64° and s~1,2~ = 57.4 mN/m). Spheroids made of other cell types had lower theoretical critical lifting pressure values (data are not shown in the paper). For instance, the theoretical critical lifting pressure for HUVEC spheroids was 20% smaller than that of 4T1 spheroids. (**G**) Viscoelastic behavior of spheroids under aspiration (*n* = 3). Here, *h* denotes the advancement of spheroids inside a glass pipette. The aspiration experiment used a similar pipette as that in bioprinting. The aspiration pressure was determined according to the size of spheroids satisfying the condition that spheroids could be lifted from the cell media.](aaw5111-F2){#F2}

To demonstrate picking and lifting of spheroids, we fabricated a wide range of spheroid types with different viscoelastic and surface tension properties using HUVECs, mouse fibroblast cell line (3T3), mouse mammary carcinoma line (4T1), human dermal fibroblasts (HDFs), coculture of human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and HUVECs, and MSCs. Various kinds of spheroids in a diameter range of 200 to 600 μm were obtained using cell-repellent 96-well plates. Spheroids were fabricated at a cell density from 2500 to 10,000 per spheroid and cultured for 1 to 3 days (fig. S3A). During the first 24 hours, we closely monitored spheroid formation and observed that 3T3 and HDF spheroids became compact and withstood aspiration forces at the end of 20 hours, while others became compact at 24 hours, implying that these spheroids could be lifted anytime thereafter (fig. S4). To investigate the ultrastructure of spheroids, spheroids were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and SEM images demonstrated clear differences in surface morphology and compactness of different spheroids cultured for 2 days ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The surface topology of MSC spheroids displayed a substantial amount of secreted ECM with smoother and more compact structure due to tight cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions. On the other hand, the surface topology of HUVEC spheroids displayed lesser ECM compound, which resulted in a pitted surface and tiny gaps between cells. To lift spheroids, spheroids were required to be compact and captured in the cell media and to withstand aspiration forces. Spheroids also have surface tension, with each cell being analogous to a liquid molecule ([@R23], [@R24]). Thus, surface tension of spheroids were investigated by a micropipette aspiration technique ([@R19], [@R25]) according to the Young-Laplace equation, which gave the relationship between the internal pressure of spheroids and cell media across a curved interface. According to the Young-Laplace equation, the surface tension coefficient can be estimated as $\sigma = \frac{\mathrm{\Delta}P}{2(1/R_{p} - 1/R_{s})}$, where ∆*P* is the equilibrium aspiration pressure when the advancement of the spheroid inside the pipette was the same as the radius of the pipette tip. As shown in [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the surface tension of HUVEC, 3T3, 4T1, HDF, MSC/HUVEC, and MSC spheroids at 2 days of culture were measured to be \~14, 30, 37, 41, 51, and 66 mN/m, respectively. Surface tension of MSC-only spheroids was approximately five times higher than that of HUVEC spheroids. It is worth mentioning that Norotte *et al.* ([@R26]) used a different method to measure the surface tension of spheroids and obtained a similar result for HUVEC spheroids. While the surface tension of 4T1, HDF, and MSC/HUVEC spheroids increased over time, the surface tension of spheroids made from other cell types maintained similar properties during the 3-day culture (fig. S3B). This time frame, on the other hand, can vary for spheroids prepared using other techniques, such as but not limited to handing drop, microfluidic, rotator flask, and liquid overlay methods ([@R27]). Our results indicate that there is a positive correlation between the surface tension of spheroids and their compactness, confirming previous findings by Foty and Steinberg ([@R28]). In addition, the total collagen amount of spheroids was investigated using a hydroxyproline colorimetric assay kit since collagen is one of the major ECM components of spheroids ([@R3]). The measured collagen amount for 3T3, 4T1, HDF, MSC/HUVEC, and MSC spheroids at day 2 was \~1.4-, 1.4-, 1.5-, 2.8-, and 3.4-fold higher compared to that for HUVEC spheroids, respectively ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The normalized collagen content in different spheroids showed a similar trend as compared to the compactness of spheroids; however, we did not observe any notable differences among the normalized collagen content for 3T3, 4T1, and HDF spheroids. A recent study reported a positive correlation between compactness of cell aggregates and their collagen expression ([@R29]).

[Figure 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"} denotes a linear relationship between the critical lifting pressure and diameter of spheroids (in the range of 200 to 600 μm). When the diameter of spheroids increased, the critical lifting pressure also increased. The theoretical critical lifting pressure for each spheroid types at different diameters were determined using [Eq. 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where the maximum theoretical value belonged to 4T1 spheroids, which could be used as a baseline for other spheroid types to be tested during aspiration. In addition, the minimum critical lifting pressure among all spheroids types (from 200 to 600 μm) was determined to be \~19 mmHg. The difference between the theoretical and experimental value of the critical lifting pressure was due to (i) the irregular shape of spheroids (elliptic or pancake-like) influencing the maximum energy barrier ([@R30], [@R31]) and (ii) the measurement inaccuracy of the pressure sensor (which was around 10%; see fig. S5, A and B). Another vital factor for successful bioprinting was to determine viscoelastic properties of spheroids, which were reflected by the relationship between stress and strain as a function of time. During the AAB process, spheroids were kept within a solid elastic regime. The operation time of AAB was defined by the elapsed time between spheroid picking and bioprinting, which was commonly less than 30 s. Therefore, spheroids were successfully bioprinted, while their relaxation time (τ) was longer than the bioprinting operation time. For this reason, we plotted the aspiration curves of various spheroids ([Fig. 2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). At the early stage of aspiration, spheroids deformed very quickly within the elastic regime. Then, after a relaxation time, accumulated stress was gradually released, and spheroids experienced a "relaxation" process and return to their original shapes. As shown in [Fig. 2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the relaxation time for HUVEC, 4T1, and MSC/HUVEC spheroids were around 3 to 5 min. The relaxation time for HDF spheroids could reach up to 18 min. Overall, these relaxation times were sufficient to assure successful bioprinting without permanent deformation to spheroids.

After lifting spheroids from the cell media and transferring them to the bioprinting stage, the back pressure was released, and the spheroids were fully recovered or, in other words, they returned to their original shapes as bioprinting time was less than the relaxation time. To bioprint a spheroid, the spheroid was partially submerged into a precross-linked or partially cross-linked gel substrate, as going deeper could result in their breakage due to penetration of the pipette tip into the spheroid. When the nozzle moved up, the spheroid was stuck to the gel because of adherence between the spheroid and the gel ([Fig. 3A1](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), released from the pipette, and deposited into the gel. In AAB, successful bioprinting was determined by a constant adherence at the pipette tip (upward, *F*~up~) and a variable bioprinting force at the interface of gel (downward, *F*~down~). To determine *F*~up~, two angles were defined: $\beta_{1} = \text{arccos}\frac{Rp}{Rs}$, and β~2~ is the pipette taper angle. *F*~up~ can be expressed as *F*~up~ = 2π*R*~p~γ~s~ cos (β~1~ + β~2~), where γ~s~ is the surface tension of the spheroid. At the bottom of the spheroid, the maximum force pulling the spheroid downward due to the surface tension of the gel substrate, i.e., the maximum bioprinting force provided by the gel, can be expressed as $F_{\text{down}} = 2\pi R_{s}\gamma_{g}\text{cos}^{2}\left( \frac{\theta_{1}}{2} \right)$. Here, γ~g~ is the surface tension of the gel, and θ~1~ is the effective angle of wetting. For successful bioprinting, the maximum force pulling the spheroid downward needs to overcome the surface tension adherence at the tip of the pipette. Thus, successful printing, as shown in [Fig. 3A2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, needs to satisfy the condition *F*~down~ \> *F*~up~. However, if a spheroid is not fully recovered (when the spheroid is submerged rapidly into the gel), there can be an extra stress (*F*~ext~) at the pipette tip. The extra stress may increase the difficulty of bioprinting since *F*~down~ needs to overcome *F*~ext~ + *F*~up~.

![Patterning and bioprinting of a wide range of biologics.\
(**A1**) A schematic showing critical parameters during bioprinting. (**A2**) An image from the traveling camera showing spheroid placement onto a gel substrate. Fluorescent images showing (**A3**) PSU and (**A4**) matrix patterns. GFP^+^ MSC spheroids were patterned onto (**A5**) COL I and (**A6**) gelatin-methacryloyl (GelMA). (**A7** and **A8**) Images showing that eight fixed spheroids were bioprinted on top of each other in air without any gel support during bioprinting. DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. (**B1**) Time-lapse images of self-assembly process after bioprinting of 1-day cultured 3T3 spheroids at 0, 24, 48, and 72 hours (**B2**) and the normalized contact length and intersphere angle of fusing spheroids up to 24 hours. (**B3**) Cell viability of 3T3 spheroids that were not treated with bioprinting (control), after bioprinting inside the cell media (case 1), and after bioprinting into a gel substrate (case 2) (*n =* 3; \**P* \< 0.05). CMTMR, 5-(and-6)-(((4-chloromethyl)benzoyl)amino) tetramethylrhodamine; CMFDA, 5-chloromethylfluorescein diacetate. (**C1**) Hematoxylin and eosin staining from the sagittal plane of a tail segment of electric fish showing stacked electrocytes in series. (**C2**) The SEM image of a single electrocyte. (**C3**) Calcein staining of bioprinted electrocytes. (**D**) A bioprinted cartilage tissue strand between pins. Photo credit: Bugra Ayan, Penn State University.](aaw5111-F3){#F3}

To verify the presented theoretical approach, we measured β~1~, β~2~, and θ~1~ angles and obtained the surface tension of precross-linked gel \[1% (w/v) alginate\] from the literature ([@R32]). The results indicated that *F*~down~ was \~32, 14, 12, 11, 9, and 7 times greater than *F*~up~ for HUVEC, 3T3, 4T1, HDF, MSC/HUVEC, and MSC spheroids, respectively, as enumerated in table S2. Surface tension of gel solutions can vary from gel to gel. In some gels \[such as alginate ([@R32])\], surface tension is dependent on concentration; however, there are hydrogels where surface tension is not dependent on concentration, such as polyacrylamide ([@R33]). Therefore, we cannot make a general statement on the correlation between concentration and surface tension. In addition, concentration of the gel should also be compatible with microvalve bioprinting, as higher concentrations of precursor solutions are, in general, bioprintable as such concentrations can support droplet formation ([@R34]). For bioprinting into a gel substrate, the gel precursor solution should be flowable as well so that the solution can overlay the bioprinted spheroid quickly; therefore, we performed bioprinting on partially cross-linked or uncross-linked gel precursor.

Capabilities of AAB in patterning and 3D bioprinting of biologics
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Before performing the patterning and 3D bioprinting of spheroids, we first inspected the quality of positioning during bioprinting. In this regard, agarose beads (with near-perfect sphericity) and the motion stage of the 3D bioprinter were used as control groups. The positional precision and accuracy for the motion stage (empty pipettes), spherical agarose beads (ranging from 250 to 300 μm in diameter), and 2-day cultured MSC/HUVEC spheroids (\~300 μm in diameter) were determined to be \~2 and 2.1 μm, 14.4 and 10.4 μm, and 34.7 and 45.9 μm, respectively (fig. S5, C to E). The results indicate that the bioprinter motion stage had a small effect on the positional error during bioprinting and that bioprinting of spheroids was about two- and fourfold less precise and accurate compared to printing of agarose beads, respectively. This could be due to the viscoelastic nature, lesser sphericity, and slightly higher average diameter of tissue spheroids compared to more rigid agarose beads. We demonstrated the ability to bioprint spheroids precisely (\~11% with respect to the average spheroid size) onto alginate through patterning of various shapes (fig. S6, A1 to A3), initials of Penn State University (PSU) ([Fig. 3A3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and a matrix of spheroids of various shapes and dimensions (including irregular shapes) in the diameter range of 80 to 200 μm (made of HUVEC, 3T3, and 4T1 cells) ([Fig. 3A4](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, we also demonstrated the bioprinting of green fluorescent protein (GFP)--labeled MSC spheroids in the shape of triangle and ring into other gels, including type I collagen (COL I) and gelatin methacryloyl (GelMA), as shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (A5 and A6, respectively). To highlight the unprecedented precision of AAB, we bioprinted eight different-sized MSC spheroids on top of each other without any gel support ([Fig. 3, A7 and A8](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and also fabricated a hollow bridge shape with MSC spheroids using the same approach (fig. S6, B1 and B2). Moreover, we demonstrated another example of a hollow bridge configuration, where the middle spheroid in the second layer was supported by the underlying gel without any spheroid support underneath (fig. S7). This was accomplished by bioprinting the gel and spheroids alternatingly at each layer, which necessitated the precise control of gel thickness; however, the gel thickness was dependent on several factors, such as the droplet resolution, cross-linking time, and spreading behavior of droplets, which were not trivial to control at the same time using microvalve bioprinting. To overcome this fundamental limit, self-healing Bingham plastic support gels ([@R35]) could be used to freely move the spheroids inside gels, which may bring more flexibility in self-assembly of highly complex geometries including hollowed-out structures.

In addition, self-assembly of spheroids was investigated at predetermined time points. As shown in [Fig. 3B1](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, 3T3 spheroids were bioprinted into fibrin with close proximity and then cultured for 72 hours. The two individual 3T3 spheroids bioprinted next to each other gradually fused to form a larger spheroid to minimize their surface energy, as described in a previous study ([@R21]). The normalized contact length and intersphere angle increased by 50% over the first 24 hours of culture ([Fig. 3B2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). To evaluate the role of bioprinting on the viability of spheroids, two cases were evaluated. In case 1, the viability of spheroids was determined immediately after lifting spheroids and depositing them into another cell medium reservoir. In case 2, the viability of spheroids was evaluated after bioprinting them into the gel substrate. Spheroids, which were not subjected to the bioprinting process, were used as a positive control group. The viability of spheroids in the positive control group and case 1 were determined to be \~94 and \~88%, respectively ([Fig. 3B3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In case 2, cell viability was measured to be \~82%. The decrease in cell viability could be due to the aspiration force or dehydration during the rapid transfer or cell damage when spheroids were submerged into the hydrogel substrate; however, viability levels over 80% for bioprinting of spheroids could still be considered moderate, as viability of fabricated cells aggregates even without bioprinting could be in that range ([@R36]).

In addition to bioprinting of spheroids, the AAB system also enabled the bioprinting of other biologics. For example, we demonstrated the bioprinting of electrocytes isolated from electrogenic organs of electric fish. Because of the asymmetric functionality of their anatomy and their spatial arrangements in series configuration in an electric organ (similar to batteries connected in series; [Fig. 3C1](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), electrocytes produce a considerable amount of electricity ([@R37]). In this study, five electrocytes (\~400 μm in diameter; [Fig. 3C2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) from weakly electric fish (*Brachyhypopomus gauderio*) were obtained according to the animal protocol (Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee \#47870) and patterned next to each other onto agarose using AAB with a back pressure of \~20 to 25 mmHg ([Fig. 3C3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first bioprinting of electrocytes, which can be used in biofabrication of biological batteries for various applications---such as pacemakers, cochlear implants, and brain chips---in the future ([@R38]). In addition, these cells could be arranged in the form of biological circuits for biocomputing or as bioelectric interfaces for use in treating limb loss, musculoskeletal disorders, and body augmentation as well as cyborg organs interfacing electrical devices and biology ([@R39]). The presented approach showed the possibilities of bioprinting not only spheroids or single cells but also irregularly shaped aggregates. For example, [Fig. 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows vertical bioprinting of tissue strands \[described in our previous work ([@R5])\] into the space between pins, which can be used for fabrication of scalable tissues of muscle, fat, cartilage, nerves, blood vessels, etc.

To demonstrate other unique capabilities of the presented approach, heterogeneous tissue complexes were 3D bioprinted using spheroids of different sizes and types including tdTomato^+^ HUVEC spheroids (\~155 μm) and GFP^+^ MSC spheroids (\~390 μm) ([Fig. 4, A and B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Spheroids were arranged into a pyramid structure to clearly visualize the heterogeneous architecture using confocal imaging, where alginate was used as a sacrificial gel and the first, second, and third layers constituted of HUVEC, MSC, and HUVEC spheroids, respectively. This example clearly demonstrates the unique deposition ability of the AAB technique, as the last HUVEC spheroid was accurately placed into the small and confined space between three adjacent MSC spheroids (\~2.5-fold of HUVEC spheroid size) on the third layer. Alginate preserved the structural integrity of the bioprinted pattern during the initial stage of culture. Moreover, it enabled the bioprinted entities to stick in their precise locations, which were defined before the bioprinting process. To print the sacrificial alginate, we used a unipolar wave pulse with a dwell voltage (amplitude) of 5 V and a dwell time (valve opening duration) of 1000 μs for actuating the microvalve dispenser, where a positive back pressure of \~103 kPa was used for driving the flow of sodium alginate inside the tubing. The reader is referred to fig. S8A for the optimization of dwell time and droplet volume. Afterward, sodium alginate layer was partially cross-linked with aerosol form of CaCl~2~ for 30 s, and spheroids were bioprinted as explained in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Patterned spheroids were partially fused and maintained their initial position after 48 hours of incubation. After 2 days of culture, alginate was gently dissolved \[using an alginate lyase as explained in our earlier work ([@R5])\], and the bioprinted constructs maintained their integrity even after the sacrificial alginate was removed. As evident from the confocal images ([Fig. 4, C1 to C6](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), spheroids were well connected in 3D. A similar arrangement was also presented with MSC spheroids of three different dimensions, where spheroids got larger as more layers were laid down (fig. S9, A to C). We also demonstrated a more complex pattern such as a 3D diamond pattern with MSC/HUVEC spheroids ([Fig. 4, D to G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first bioprinting of tissue spheroids with such a positional accuracy, \~15% with respect to the spheroid size, yielding highly intricate geometries and heterogeneous structures in 3D.

![3D bioprinting of spheroids.\
(**A**) A schematic illustration of 3D bioprinting of a heterogeneous pyramid construct using different sizes and types of spheroids. (**B**) A photograph of the bioprinted three-layer heterogeneous pyramid. (**C1** to **C6**) 3D reconstruction of confocal images of bioprinted pyramid of tdTomato^+^ HUVEC spheroids (first and third layers) and GFP^+^ MSC spheroids (second layer). (**D**) A schematic illustration of a diamond construct made of MSC/HUVEC spheroids. (**E**) A photograph showing 3D bioprinted diamond from the side camera. (**F**) Fluorescent images of the bioprinted diamond, which were stained with DAPI, CD31, and F-actin. (**G1** to **G4**) Confocal images of the diamond construct (bottom view) (note that 1-day cultured HUVEC and 2-day cultured MSCs were used in these experiments). Photo credit: Bugra Ayan, Penn State University.](aaw5111-F4){#F4}

Applications of AAB technology
------------------------------

In this study, we have demonstrated the utilization of AAB in both scaffold-based and scaffold-free configurations and presented two unique applications demonstrating its potential in the development of physiologically relevant culture environments for studying angiogenic sprouting and fabrication of osteogenic tissues for tissue engineering purposes. To demonstrate the application of AAB in scaffold-based fabrication of physiologically relevant culture environments, we bioprinted HUVEC spheroids into fibrin hydrogel with a predetermined distance apart and studied their collective angiogenic sprouting behavior. This importantly signifies that angiogenic sprouting behavior can be tailored by varying the proximity of spheroids, hence directly affecting cell-cell signaling. To study the effect of distance on angiogenic sprouting, we deposited droplets of fibrinogen (6 mg/ml) \[loaded with HDFs (0.5 million/ml)\] and thrombin (2.4 U/ml) layer by layer (in 1:1 volume) to fabricate fibrin constructs, as such concentration ranges support angiogenesis of HUVECs ([@R40]). A positive back pressure of \~103 kPa was used for driving the flow of fibrinogen and thrombin solutions inside the tubing and dispenser. To dispense a ratio of 1:1 of fibrinogen and thrombin, we used dwell times of 500 and 700 μs for obtaining the same droplet volumes at the microvalve dispensers, respectively. The reader is referred to fig. S8 (B and C) for the optimization of droplet generation for fibrinogen and thrombin solutions. HUVEC spheroids were then bioprinted into fibrin before complete gelation. The distances between the spheroids were maintained at 400 ± 10, 800 ± 13, and 3000 ± 16 μm (isolated spheroids used as a control group) ([Fig. 5A1](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Bioprinted constructs were cultured for a period of 7 days. Angiogenic sprouting from HUVEC spheroids at days 2, 5, and 7 was quantified using AngioTool software ([@R41]). Spheroids with close proximity to each other were seen to have higher total vessel length as compared to isolated spheroids right from the initial stages of culture. The combined length of sprouts was 13 and 11 mm for 400 and 800 μm, respectively, as compared to the control group, which were around 6 mm ([Fig. 5A2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). A similar trend was also observed for the total vessel area. There was approximately 3- and 2.5-fold increase in the vessel area for 400- and 800-μm distances on day 7 as compared to the control group, respectively. Although the total number of branching points or junctions was not significantly different among different groups at day 2, the sprouts branched more when spheroids were bioprinted close to each other, as compared to the control group (fig. S10). On day 7, the number of junctions for 400- and 800-μm distances was 2.1- and 1.7-fold greater than those for the control group, respectively. The mean lacunarity refers to the amount of free space around the sprouted capillaries, and an increase in angiogenic sprouting results in a decrease in lacunarity ([@R42]). This yields a measurement of the sprouting activity, and the mean lacunarity was the highest for the control group compared to other two groups.

![Bioprinting of physiologically relevant culture environments to study the angiogenic sprouting behavior of HUVEC spheroids.\
(**A1**) Epifluorescent images of bioprinted tdTomato^+^ HUVEC spheroids with varying distances (400 to 3000 μm) apart on day 7. (**A2**) Graphical representation of various sprouting properties---namely, total vessels length, total number of junctions formed, vessel area, and mean lacunarity---obtained at day 7 for bioprinted HUVEC spheroids (*n* = 3; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001). (**B1**) Epifluorescent images of bioprinted GFP^+^ and tdTomato^+^ HUVEC spheroids with varying distances (400 to 3000 μm) apart on day 7 along with higher-magnification confocal images of the interface region in *XY* and *YZ* planes showing capillaries formed by both GFP^+^ and tdTomato^+^ HUVECs (indicated by white arrows). (**B2**) Directionality analysis demonstrating the direction and percentage of normalized number of sprouts on day 7 (*n* = 3; \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001) \[note that green and red bars demonstrate the angles of interest (AOIs), which are \[60°, −60°\] for GFP^+^ HUVECs and \[120°, 240°\] for tdTomato^+^ HUVECs\]. (**B3**) Confocal images at the interface of two spheroids showing capillaries formed by both GFP^+^ and tdTomato^+^ HUVECs. (**C1**) A schematic illustration of the directionality of sprouts from a HUVEC spheroid toward a spheroid of GFP^+^ HDF and MSC cocultures. (**C2**) The directionality analysis for different mixing ratios of HDF:MSC, including HDF (control), 2:1, 1:1, and MSC (control), on day 7 (*n* = 3; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001 shows significance between AOI and "Other" for each group, and \#*P* \< 0.05, \#\#*P* \< 0.01, and \#\#\#*P* \< 0.001 show significance among AOIs of different groups) \[note that N/A represents the none applicability of the directionality analysis, as no sprouts were observed in the MSC-only group; no directionality analysis was performed for the 3000-μm distance, as sprouting was not observed and HUVECs exhibited spreading only; 1-day cultured HUVECs were used in all experiments; and the critical lifting pressure for coculture HDF/MSC spheroids (2:1 and 1:1 ratio) was determined to be 28.7 and 29.1 mmHg, respectively, through interpolation of the critical lifting pressure values for HDF and MSC spheroids presented in [Fig. 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\].](aaw5111-F5){#F5}

In our study, HUVEC spheroids bioprinted with 400- and 800-μm distances apart were considered to be in close proximity. On the other hand, HUVEC spheroids bioprinted with 3000-μm distance apart were far enough to be considered "isolated spheroids" (control group). Proximity between cells triggers a cascade of events that, in turn, influences cellular behavior, and to study these events, it is important to control localization under in vitro conditions ([@R43]). The presented approach offers the capability of controlling the distance between spheroids and thus aims to better understand this signaling between spheroids. Sprouting properties such as vessel length, junction formation, and vessel area were all enhanced when spheroids were close to each other as compared to when they were placed far apart. The presence of HDFs in the matrix surrounding HUVEC spheroids also reinforced the formation of stable sprouts. It is known that fibroblasts act as supporting cells and surround the capillary-like structures, which gradually develop by self-organization of endothelial cells and simultaneous degradation of fibrin matrix ([@R44]). Moreover, fibroblasts secrete various soluble growth factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), angiopoietin-1, platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) ([@R45], [@R46]), which enhance and modulate the growth of angiogenic sprouts ([@R47]). Bioprinted HUVEC spheroids close to each other probably up-regulated the combined secretion of these growth factors in the vicinity of the spheroids, which led to enhanced sprouting properties. The sprouts from closely placed spheroids extended toward each other and gradually fused to form a capillary network.

To better understand whether the positioning of spheroids affected their collective angiogenic sprouting behavior, GFP^+^ and tdTomato^+^ HUVEC spheroids were bioprinted into fibrin gel (with same properties as discussed before) at 400-, 800-, and 3000-μm distances apart, and cultured over a period of 7 days ([Fig. 5B1](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). A directionality analysis was then performed to investigate the role of the presence of a nearby spheroid on the directionality of angiogenic sprouting. Thus, the angle made by each sprout with the horizontal line (0°/180°) was measured for all spheroids. The angle spans \[60°, −60°\] for GFP^+^ HUVEC and \[120°, 240°\] for tdTomato^+^ HUVEC spheroids, where sprouts primarily grew toward the other spheroid, were considered the angles of interest (AOIs), as highlighted in [Fig. 5B2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. On day 7, the percentage of normalized number of sprouts (where the total number of sprouts were normalized with respect to the total angle span) in AOI was significantly higher than that of the other angle span (indicated with "Other") for 400- and 800-μm distances, indicating a dominating directionality of angiogenic sprouting toward the other spheroid. The percentage of normalized number of sprouts for AOI was \~63 and 65 for GFP^+^ and \~59 and 61 for tdTomato^+^ HUVEC spheroids, for 400- and 800-μm distances, respectively. Although the directionality of sprouts for all cases may not be very apparent on day 2 (initial stages of culture; fig. S11, A1 and A2), on day 5 (later stages of culture; figs. S11, B1 and B2, and S12), mature sprouts were more concentrated within AOI. In addition, for sprouts formed in directions falling outside the AOI (depicted in gray), we observed more random growth of sprouts over time. The sprouts for spheroids that were 3000 μm apart were random and did not indicate any directionality from days 2 to 7 ([Fig. 5B2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, bottom, and fig. S12C). For 400-μm distance, it was also observed that the GFP^+^ HUVECs suppressed the sprouting ability of tdTomato^+^ HUVECs day 2 onward, where higher numbers of GFP^+^ HUVEC sprouts were observed at the interface \[see fluorescent images in fig. S11 (A1 to B1)\]. Domination of GFP^+^ HUVEC sprouts could be due to the fact that GFP^+^ HUVECs in this experiment were from an earlier passage (passages 2 to 5) with respect to tdTomato^+^ HUVECs (passages 5 to 7) ([@R48]). In addition, we investigated whether sprouts from both spheroids interacted and thus performed confocal imaging at the interface close to the tdTomato^+^ HUVEC spheroid ([Fig. 5B3](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We noticed that some capillaries were formed by both GFP^+^ and tdTomato^+^ HUVECs, as shown by arrows, which could be due to vascular anastomosis or the migration of GFP^+^ HUVECs to the other side of the interface and their contribution to the capillary formation by tdTomato^+^ HUVECs spheroids. Overall, the results showed that HUVEC spheroids bioprinted close to each other influence each other's sprouting behavior, which led to a well-organized network formation between the sprouting bodies.

In the abovementioned experiments, we investigated the role of multiple HUVEC spheroids on their collective sprouting behavior, where HDFs were bioprinted as a single-cell suspension in fibrin, had direct contact with HUVEC spheroids, acted as supporting cells, and aided in forming stable sprouts. To explore whether HDFs could still influence the sprouting behavior of HUVECs even when they were not in direct contact with HUVECs, we reconfigured the design of the experiments presented above. In this regard, a HUVEC spheroid was bioprinted along with a coculture spheroid of GFP^+^ HDFs and MSCs (with controlled distance apart), which enabled us to change the concentration of HDFs and study the differential effect of coculture composition on HUVEC sprouting. GFP^+^ HDF/MSC spheroids, in 2:1 and 1:1 ratios, were bioprinted next to tdTomato^+^ HUVEC spheroids in fibrin with the same properties as discussed before ([Fig. 5C1](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). HDF and MSC (homocellular) spheroids were used as control groups. The distance between these spheroids were varied from 400 to 3000 μm, as performed before. For the cases of 400 and 800 μm, HUVECs were attracted toward spheroids of HDF, 2:1, and 1:1 groups and were seen arranging into sprouts over a period of 7 days (figs. S13 and S14). The directionality analysis on day 7 revealed that the percentage of normalized number of sprouts within AOI for HDF, 2:1, and 1:1 groups for 400-μm distance were \~82, 80, and 67, respectively ([Fig. 5C2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). For 800-μm distance, a similar directionality was observed, where the percentage of normalized number of sprouts within AOI for HDF, 2:1, and 1:1 groups were determined to be \~84, 81, and 76, respectively. On the other hand, spheroids in the MSC group ([Fig. 5C2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) or spheroids located apart with a 3000-μm distance (fig. S15) did not induce sprouting day 2 onward; rather, HUVECs exhibited spreading behavior. On day 2, for the case of 800 μm, although the tip cells from HUVEC spheroids were not observed to have any physical contact with HDFs at the interface of both spheroids, sprout-like structures were already formed (fig. S16A). These structures were directed toward HDFs, as the relevant directionality analysis revealed a significant difference between AOI and Other for HDF, 2:1, and 1:1 groups (fig. S16B). This could be due to the fact that HDFs communicated with HUVECs via paracrine signaling by the possible diffusion of secreted growth factors, such as VEGF, angiopoietin-1, and PDGF, as discussed before ([@R45], [@R46]). By day 5 when HDFs substantially migrated out of the coculture spheroids, HDFs interacted with HUVECs outside AOI, particularly within angle spans \[60°, 120°\] and \[240°, 300°\], and induced sprout formation in those directions (fig. S17). Overall, more stable sprouts were observed in HDF-involved spheroids, and the results revealed that better directionality of angiogenic sprouting could be attained when the density of HDFs increased in the coculture spheroid. The presence of MSCs, on the other hand, had a negative impact on angiogenic sprouting of HUVECs, which could be due to the inhibitory effect of MSCs on the angiogenic potential of HUVECs via cell-cell contact through modulation of the VE-cadherin/β-catenin signaling pathway as described before ([@R49], [@R50]).

To demonstrate another major application of AAB, osteogenic tissues were bioprinted using MSC/HUVEC spheroids as building blocks in a scaffold-free configuration. After fabrication, two different osteogenic differentiation culture strategies were used, both with equal total exposure time of osteogenic induction. This was performed to decode the role of midterm osteogenic induction of stem cell--based spheroids (before bioprinting) on the mineralization and assembly behavior of generated tissues (fig. S18). In strategy no. 1, 2-day cultured spheroids were bioprinted into a triangle pattern ([Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). After bioprinting, triangle-shaped tissue complexes maintained their integrity and transformed into a more compact and dense structure after 3 days in proliferation culture conditions \[growth media (GM)\]. Spheroids in this triangle-shaped pattern self-assembled over time, where cells exhibited a viability of 83% after 5 days of incubation, and the assembled structure was further cultured for a period of 12 days in osteogenic media (OM) ([Fig. 6, B and C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In general, MSCs cultured in OM express high levels of osteogenic markers ([@R51]). To confirm the osteogenic differentiation of bioprinted tissues, the early osteogenic differentiation marker, Runt-related transcription factor 2 (RUNX2), was used for immunohistochemical staining. At the same time, the presence of HUVECs was confirmed by CD31 staining. As shown in [Fig. 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, bioprinted tissues expressed osteogenic- and endotheliogenic-specific markers, as indicated by positive staining of RUNX2 and CD31. Calcium deposition of osteogenically differentiated tissues was also confirmed by Alizarin red staining. As shown in [Fig. 6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, substantial calcium deposition was observed after 12 days of osteogenic induction, particularly at the core of the assembled tissue. As substantial contraction was observed after the fusion of MSC/HUVEC spheroids and the originally bioprinted triangular shape was not maintained ([Fig. 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) as well as the mineralization was not uniform throughout the tissue boundary ([Fig. 6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), we also followed an alternative strategy (strategy no. 2) to preserve the bioprinted shape of osteogenic tissues (fig. S18). In this regard, MSC/HUVEC spheroids were first maintained in GM for 5 days, followed by inducting them with OM for 10 days. Next, spheroids were bioprinted and then kept for another 2 days in OM. In both strategies, the total exposure time to GM and OM was identical. At the end of culture ([Fig. 6F](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), bioprinted tissues using strategy no. 2 exhibited strong expression of RUNX2 with more uniform distribution of mineralization demonstrated by Alizarin red staining, although RUNX2 staining was stronger in cores of spheroids ([Fig. 6, G to J](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Intensity analysis of RUNX2 revealed that RUNX2 staining was the strongest in the core of tissues or at the interface between spheroids and the weakest on the surface of the assembled tissues ([Fig. 6, K and L](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, and fig. S19A), while CD31 staining was uniformly distributed throughout the histological sections of bioprinted tissues under both strategies (fig. S19B). A previous study demonstrated that HUVEC-mediated paracrine factors, including VEGF and the inflammatory mediator prostaglandin E~2~ (PGE~2~), promoted the osteogenesis of periodontal ligament stem cells under hypoxic conditions regulated by mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) kinase/extracellular signal--regulated kinase and p38 MAPK pathways ([@R52]). As the core of tissues and interface between spheroids were more hypoxic compared to the surface of assembled tissues, the osteogenic differentiation of MSCs could be further advanced in those regions by PGE~2~ and VEGF paracrine factors secreted by HUVECs. In addition, limited shape change was observed. This could be due to the fact that MSCs in MSC/HUVEC spheroids, cultured in OM for 10 days before bioprinting, were in the osteogenic differentiation pathway and their proliferation capability was diminished as reported in a previous study ([@R53]), and hence, limited contraction was observed in spheroids. Another advantage of strategy no. 2 is that the culture duration after bioprinting was reduced, where 2-day cultured tissues after bioprinting were still structurally stable. We also analyzed the expression levels of bone sialoprotein (*BSP*), type I collagen (*COL1*), alkaline phosphatase (*ALP*), *RUNX2*, and *CDH2* (N-cadherin) genes for both strategies, and bioprinted tissues cultured in GM (labeled as "3D bioprinted tissue cultured with GM") and MSCs differentiated in 2D for 12 days (labeled as "2D MSCs cultured with OM") were used as control groups. As shown in [Fig. 6M](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, expression levels of *BSP*, *COL1*, *ALP*, and *RUNX2* genes for both strategies were similar to each other and significantly higher than those of control groups. In addition, the expression level of *CDH2* gene (encoding N-cadherin protein) for all 3D bioprinted tissue groups were similar to each other and higher than that of the 2D control group. Overall, by changing the osteogenic induction window under the same total osteogenic induction duration, the shape of bioprinted tissues and uniformity of mineralization could be controlled, although no differences were detected in the expression levels of osteogenic genes.

![Biofabrication of osteogenic tissues.\
Strategy no. 1: (**A**) Triangle-shaped tissue complexes were bioprinted using MSC/HUVEC spheroids and cultured for 3 days in GM and 12 days in OM. (**B**) Time-lapse images showing fusion of GFP^+^ spheroids up to day 15 (D15) after bioprinting. (**C**) An optical image showing the assembled tissue at day 15 after bioprinting. (**D**) Immunofluorescence staining (DAPI, CD31, F-actin, RUNX2, and DAPI + RUNX2) and (**E**) Alizarin red staining of the sectioned tissue. Strategy no. 2: (**F**) The final shape of the bioprinted tissue of osteogenic spheroids (cultured for 10 days in OM before bioprinting and 2 days in OM after bioprinting). Immunofluorescent images of (**G**) the bioprinted tissue and (**H**) confocal images of its histological sections stained for DAPI, CD31, and F-actin and (**I**) RUNX2 and DAPI + RUNX2. (**J**) Alizarin red staining of the tissue section. (**K**) Quantification of normalized RUNX2 intensity at different regions including the surface of assembled tissue, spheroid-spheroid interface, and core of spheroids (*n* = 50; \*\**P* \< 0.01 and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001). (**L**) A representative heat map figure showing RUNX2/DAPI distribution in the surface of assembled tissue, spheroid-spheroid interface, and core of spheroids for strategy nos. 1 and 2. (**M**) *BSP*, *COL1*, *ALP*, *RUNX2*, and *CDH2* gene expressions of 2D MSCs cultured in OM (control), 3D bioprinted tissues cultured in GM (control), and 3D bioprinted tissues cultured using strategy nos. 1 and 2 (*n* = 5; \*\**P* \< 0.01 and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001).](aaw5111-F6){#F6}

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
=======================

Together, we demonstrated the ability of AAB approach to bioprint a wide range of biologics, which can allow one to explore a myriad of avenues such as tissue-tissue interactions, tissue-material interactions, and angiogenesis in the rapidly growing field of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. In addition, AAB provides an outstanding platform for the bottom-up assembly of various spheroids having diverse applications in tissue engineering. Precise positioning of spheroids can also be critical for applications such as building organ-on-a-chip devices or microphysiological systems where the proximity of spheroids to each other or a perfusion channel can be crucial for the viability and function of spheroids as well as the robustness of the developed system. Organoids or spheroids are currently loaded using manual approaches, which may reduce the repeatability of system outcome measurements (such as measured insulin in circulating perfusion media in a pancreas-on-a-chip model) ([@R9]). To the best of our knowledge, the presented approach is the first bioprinting method that allows high-precision bioprinting of spheroids in both scaffold-free and scaffold-based manner. In addition, the underlying mechanism explaining the physical behavior of viscoelastic spheroids and their interactions with physical governing forces during aspiration, lifting, and bioprinting has not been documented in literature to date, and with our custom-made bioprinter, we were able to exploit it for multiple applications enumerated throughout this paper. In particular, mediating angiogenic sprouting and its directionality through precise positioning of spheroids in a gel medium and the impact of paracrine signaling in response to such positioning has not been presented elsewhere. Besides, the role of midterm osteogenic induction to stem cell--based spheroids (before bioprinting) on the mineralization and assembly behavior has not been reported before. Therefore, the presented bioprinting approach can be used in detailed understanding of fundamental biology and studying angiogenesis, histogenesis, and organogenesis.

In conclusion, we propose a more effective strategy of AAB system, taking advantage of a simple-to-use, cost-effective (\<\$1000), and reproducible tissue bioprinting platform, which can be useful in a wide variety of applications, including but not limited to organ-on-a-chip devices, drug testing devices, microfluidics, in vitro human disease models, organoid engineering, biofabrication and tissue engineering, biocomputing, and biophysics. However, our AAB system requires further improvement to increase the time effectiveness in fabrication of scalable tissues. In the near future, our AAB platform could be advanced to be able bioprint an array of spheroids simultaneously for scale-up tissue fabrication in a shorter time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Materials
---------

Sodium alginate solution was made by dissolving 1% (w/v) sodium alginate (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) in deionized (DI) water. Calcium chloride solution was prepared by dissolving 4% (w/v) calcium chloride (CaCl~2~) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in DI water. For constructing fibrin scaffolds, fibrinogen (6 mg/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich) and thrombin (2.4 U/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich) were prepared for microvalve bioprinting. For bioprinting of electrocytes, agarose (A20070-100, Research Products International, IL) was dissolved in DI water to obtain a solution of 1% (w/v) agarose at 90°C. COL I was extracted from rat tails according to a published protocol ([@R54]). GelMA was synthesized according to an established protocol ([@R55]). Detailed preparation methods of both materials can be found in the Supplementary Materials.

Cell preparation
----------------

The mouse fibroblast cell line, 3T3, and the mouse mammary carcinoma line, 4T1, were obtained from the laboratory of A. Mastro, PSU (State College, PA). Culture media for 3T3 fibroblasts composed of Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) (Corning, Manassas, VA), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Corning). 3T3 cells were used at passages 22 through 27. 4T1 cells were grown in RPMI (Corning), 10% FBS, 1% penicillin-streptomycin. Passages 7 through 12 were used for 4T1 cells. HUVECs were purchased from Lonza and cultured in MCDB 131 base media (Corning) supplemented with 10% FBS (Corning), 1% glutamine (Gibco, Life Technologies), 0.5% bovine brain extract (Lonza, Walkersville, MD), heparin (10 U/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich), endothelial cell growth supplement (3 mg/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich), and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Corning). HUVECs were used at passages 3 through 8. HUVECs were also transduced in house with EF1 tdTomato lentivector (Vectalys, Toulouse, France) to ease cell visualization for fluorescence microscopy according to the manufacturer's instructions. GFP^+^ HUVECs were purchased from Angio-Proteomie (cAP-0001GFP; Boston, MA) and were used at passages 2 through 5. HDFs, obtained from N. Zavazava's laboratory at The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA), were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS (Corning), 1% glutamine (Gibco), 1% sodium pyruvate (Gibco), and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Corning). HDFs were used at passages 7 through 12. GFP^+^ HDFs were purchased from Angio-Proteomie (cAP-0008-adGFP; Boston, MA) and were used at passages 2 through 6. MSCs were obtained from Lonza (Walkersville, MD) and RoosterBio (Frederick, MD) and cultured in SU-005 RoosterBasal-MSC (RoosterBio). Passages 4 through 8 were used for MSCs. GFP^+^ MSCs were purchased from Cyagen, cultured in SU-005 RoosterBasal-MSC (RoosterBio), and used at passages 2 through 6.

All cells were maintained at 37°C in a 5% CO~2~ humidified atmosphere. Cell culture medium was changed every 2 to 3 days. Subconfluent cultures were detached from the flasks using a 0.25% trypsin--0.1% EDTA solution (Life Technologies) and split to maintain cell growth.

Fabrication of tissue spheroids
-------------------------------

Adherent cultures of each cell type were detached from the culture vessels with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) solution. Trypsin was neutralized with appropriate GM, and cells were counted by a hemocytometer. Each cell type was then diluted to a concentration of 2500, 5000, and 10,000 cells in 200 μl of appropriate GM. The cell suspension (200 μl) was then pipetted into a single well of a U-bottom 96-well microplate with a cell-repellent surface (Greiner Bio-One, Monroe, NC). For fabrication of MSC/HUVEC spheroids made of 50,000 cells, MSCs and HUVECs were combined at a ratio of 92:8. The microplates were then incubated at 37°C in a 5% CO~2~ humidified atmosphere. Spheroid formation was monitored daily on an EVOS FL cell imaging system (Life Technologies). For fabrication of GFP^+^ HDF/MSC coculture spheroids, 5000 cells were used in total, and GFP^+^ HDFs and MSCs were cocultured in ratios of 2:1 and 1:1 for 1 day. During the fabrication and culture of HUVECs spheroids, EGM-2MV medium (Lonza) was used.

Scanning electron microscopy
----------------------------

Field-emission SEM (FEI Nova NanoSEM 630) was used to investigate the surface topography of fabricated spheroids and dissociated electrocytes (see the Supplementary Materials for dissociation of electrocytes). Spheroids were harvested after 2 days of culture. Spheroids and electrocytes were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) overnight; samples were then carefully washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and dehydrated using graded ethanol solutions (25 to 100%). To ensure complete removal of water, samples were further dried in a critical point dryer (CPD300, Leica EM, Wetzlar, Germany). On complete dehydration, they were sputter-coated with iridium (Leica) and imaged at an accelerating voltage of 3 to 5 keV.

Hydroxyproline assay
--------------------

A total of 1000 2-day cultured spheroids of each type (with \~2500 cells per spheroid) were collected and homogenized in 100 μl of distilled water. Then, 100 μl of cell homogenate was transferred to a 2-ml pressure-tight vial, added with 100 μl of 12 M hydrochloric acid, and hydrolyzed at 120°C for 3 hours. The total collagen amount per spheroid type was quantified using a hydroxyproline colorimetric assay kit (BioVision Inc., CA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Collagen amount expressed by each spheroid type was determined using a PowerWave X-340 spectrophotometer (BioTek, Winooski, VT) at 560 nm, and the results were normalized to the collagen amount expressed by HUVEC spheroids at day 2. Experiments were repeated four times.

Development of the aspiration-assisted bioprinter
-------------------------------------------------

Bioprinting of spheroids was used with a MakerBot Replicator 1 3D printer (MakerBot, NY). The extrusion head was removed, and a holder for a pipette and two microvalve heads was 3D-printed using an Ultimaker 2 (Ultimaker) 3D printer. To control the 3D motion stage, a smoothie board (Uberclock, OR) was integrated. The reader is referred to the Supplementary Materials for the details on the construction of the AAB platform.

For fabrication of support constructs, microvalves (INKX0517500A, Lee Company, Bashville, TN) with 250-μm nozzles (INZA3100914K, Lee Company) were integrated on the bioprinter head. To operate microvalves, a control board (IECX0501350A, Lee Company) was used, which was controlled using Arduino Uno (Arduino, Italy). To cross-link sodium alginate, a portable ultrasonic humidifier (CZHD20, Comfort Zone, China) was used to generate the aerosol form of CaCl~2~. Details about the bioprinter setup---including the computer aided design model (fig. S1D), block diagram (fig. S1E), and computer interface (fig. S20)---can be found in the Supplementary Materials.

Surface tension measurement
---------------------------

Spheroids were collected into a petri dish from U-bottom 96-well plates, and then, their surface tension was measured using a micropipette aspiration technique, as explained in our recent work ([@R8]). Aspirated spheroids were monitored via an STC-MC33USB monochromatic camera (Sentech, Japan) equipped with 1-61448 and 1-61449 adaptor tubes (Navitar, Rochester, NY).

Immunostaining and imaging
--------------------------

Spheroids fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) and rinsed in Dulbecco's PBS (DPBS) were stained with NucBlue ReadyProbes reagent (Life Technologies) to visualize the cell nuclei ([Fig. 3, A3 and A4](#F3){ref-type="fig"}); actin cytoskeletal fibers were stained with ActinGreen 488 ReadyProbes reagent according to the manufacturer's instructions. Imaging and 3D reconstruction of a heterogeneous pyramid structure ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) was performed using a Zeiss confocal microscope (LSM 880, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) using a 5× lens. The 3D reconstruction was obtained using Zen blue software (Carl Zeiss AG). A diamond structure ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) was first imaged through Zeiss Axiozoom (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) to capture the entire 3D structure and then further imaged on a confocal microscope (Olympus FV1000, Olympus America Inc., Center Valley, PA) to closely image the DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole), F-actin, and CD31 staining.

Cell viability
--------------

Spheroids were removed from the U-bottom well plates and subjected to the bioprinting process. Spheroids directly taken from plates were used as a positive control group. Viability was assessed using a LIVE/DEAD viability assay kit (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY). Briefly, spheroids were washed twice in DPBS and then placed in the dye solution consisting of 1 μM calcein acetoxymethyl and 1.6 μM ethidium homodimer-1 in PBS. Live cells were able to take up and retain the calcein dye, resulting in bright green fluorescence of their cytoplasm. The ethidium homodimer could only enter dead cells where it binds to nucleic acids, producing a bright red fluorescence. Spheroids were imaged at 20-μm *z*-stack step size on the Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope with a 60-μm aperture setting resulting in approximately five to seven images per spheroid. Each image was then analyzed using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, USA).

Self-assembly of spheroids
--------------------------

Spheroids made of 3T3 cells were collected from U-bottom 96-well plates and then washed with DPBS twice. CellTracker Orange CMTMR \[5-(and-6)-(((4-chloromethyl)benzoyl)amino) tetramethylrhodamine\] (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and CellTracker Green CMFDA (5-chloromethylfluorescein diacetate) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA) were used according to the manufacturer's instructions. Spheroids were bioprinted with close proximity, and then, images were captured at 0, 24, 48, and 72 hours using EVOS FL Cell Imaging System. The contact length and contact angle of two spheroids were measured every 4 hours up to 24 hours.

Imaging and quantification of endothelial sprouting
---------------------------------------------------

Images of sprouting GFP^+^ and tdTomato^+^ HUVEC spheroids at day 7 were taken on the Zeiss Axiozoom microscope at a magnification of ×20 to capture the spheroids bioprinted at various distances. Images of sprouts at days 2 and 5 were taken using the EVOS FL Cell Imaging System. Sprouting behavior of spheroids was analyzed using AngioTool ([@R41]). To obtain the cross-sectional view of the capillary-like structures formed by GFP^+^ and tdTomato^+^ HUVEC spheroids at day 7, samples were imaged using a 40× oil lens on the Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope. For the study with GFP^+^ HDF/MSC coculture and HUVEC spheroids, samples were imaged on the EVOS microscope using fluorescent (4×) channels at days 2 and 5. Images of those samples on day 7 were taken using fluorescent (16× and 40×) and phase (16×) channels by the Axiozoom microscope.

Characterization of osteogenic differentiation
----------------------------------------------

To induce osteogenic differentiation, MSC/HUVEC spheroids were bioprinted and cultured in two different strategies in a custom culture media made of 92% osteogenic differentiation media (Cell Applications Inc., San Diego, CA) and 8% HUVEC culture media. To confirm the morphology of bioprinted tissues undergoing osteogenic differentiation, tissues were sectioned and stained with RUNX2, CD31, F-actin, and DAPI. Cross-sectioned samples were washed three times with DPBS, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 60 min, permeabilized in 0.2% Triton X-100 for 30 min, and blocked with 2.5% normal goat serum (NGS) for 60 min at room temperature. To visualize osteogenic and endothelial-specific genes, the samples were incubated with mouse anti-RUNX2 primary antibody (1:100 in 2.5% NGS) and rabbit anti-CD31 primary antibody (1:100 in 2.5% NGS) for 60 min; washed three times with DPBS; and incubated with goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 secondary antibody (Molecular Probes; 1:250 in 2.5% NGS) to label RUNX2, goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 647 secondary antibody (Molecular Probes; 1:250 in 2.5% NGS) to label CD31, Alexa Fluor 568 phalloidin (Molecular Probes; 1:1000 in 2.5% NGS) to label filamentous actin, and DAPI (1:1000 in 2.5% NGS) to visualize cell nuclei for 60 min. The stained samples were washed three times with DPBS and imaged by an Olympus FV10i-LIV Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (Olympus America Inc.) and analyzed using ImageJ software. In addition to sectioned samples, bioprinted tissues were also stained, as a whole-mount sample, as explained above, and fluorescent images were taken on the Zeiss Axiozoom microscope.

To confirm the calcium deposition, cross-sectioned samples were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed three times with distilled water, and incubated with 2% Alizarin red S stain solution for 30 min at room temperature. Stained samples were washed three times with distilled water and imaged using the EVOS microscope.

To quantify the intensity of RUNX2 and CD31, areas of interest on confocal images were selected using ImageJ. Fifty regions of interest were determined at the surface of the assembled tissue, spheroid-spheroid interface, and core of spheroids on fluorescent images. Each box was used for quantification of the fluorescence intensity. The intensity of RUNX2 and CD31 was normalized by the intensity of DAPI. A representative heat map was generated for the RUNX2/DAPI intensity.

Real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed to quantify the gene expression levels of *BSP*, *COL1*, *ALP*, *RUNX2*, and *CDH2*. The primers of the measured mRNA genes were as follows: *BSP* (forward, AAC GAA GAA AGC GAA GCA GAA and reverse, TCT GCC TCT GTG CTG TTG), *COL1* (forward, ATG ACT ATG AGT ATG GGG AAG CA and reverse, TGG GTC CCT CTG TTA CAC TTT), *ALP* (forward, AGC TGA ACA GGA ACA ACG TGA and reverse, CTT CAT GGT GCC CGT GGT C), *RUNX2* (forward, GGT TAA TCT CCG CAG GTC ACT and reverse, CAC TGT GCT GAA GAG GCT GTT), *CDH2* (forward, GAG CAG TGA GCC TGC AGA TTT T and reverse, TGC TCA GAA GAG AGT GGA AAG CT), and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (*GAPDH*) (forward, ATG GGG AAG GTG AAG GTC G and reverse, GGG GTC ATT GAT GGC AAC AAT A). Real-time PCR was analyzed by using SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad, USA), and all results were normalized using *GAPDH*.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

All data were presented as means ± SD and analyzed by Minitab 17.3 (Minitab Inc., State College, PA, USA) using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test for significance when comparing the data. Post hoc Tukey's multiple-comparison test was used to determine the individual differences among the groups. Differences were considered significant at \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001. For directionality analysis, *t* test was used to compare the results between AOI and Other (where differences were considered significant at \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001), and ANOVA (with Tukey's multiple comparison test) was used to compare the results among different groups (where differences were considered significant at \#*P* \< 0.05, \#\#*P* \< 0.01, and \#\#\#*P* \< 0.001). Repeated-measures ANOVA (with Tukey's multiple-comparison test) was conducted to compare the results among different days of same groups, and differences were considered significant at \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.
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